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We analyze the response of a classical system with N�2 internal degrees of freedom satisfying R� �N
−1� approximated resonance conditions to an external perturbative transient interaction. Under certain assump-
tions on the system internal frequencies and on the coupling interaction, we show the precise N−R adiabatic
invariants and obtain an estimate of the span of the domain defined by the intersecting resonances. The results
are illustrated considering a system of three anharmonic oscillators transiently coupled by an explicitly time-
dependent interaction, and applied to the low energy vibro-rotationally inelastic collisions between two di-
atomic molecules.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The response of an N-dimensional integrable system to a
weak perturbation is strongly conditioned by its internal dy-
namics and the strength, form, and duration of the external
interaction. The dynamics of a system with initial frequen-
cies in the proximity of R independent resonance conditions
may be characterized by the presence of N−R adiabatic in-
variants �1�. In general, the size of the multiple resonance
domain bearing such invariants is very small due to the mas-
sive activation of high order resonances by the interaction.
However, for weak transient interactions with duration long
enough to activate the response of small order resonances but
short to prevent the effects of high order resonances, the
multiple resonance domain may extend over a significant
range of initial conditions. In this case, the existence of adia-
batic invariants during the time evolution implies that some
propensity rules relating the changes in the internal action
variables are extremely well preserved within such intervals.
These propensity rules correlate the initial and final states of
the system.

This effect is well understood in two-dimensional inte-
grable systems, in which only a single resonance condition
can be activated by the transient interaction for a given set of
initial conditions. A nice illustration is the experimental ob-
servation of remarkably sharp strong peaks in the vibro-
rotational inelastic rate constant of state resolved low veloc-
ity inelastic collisions between atoms and vibro-rotationally
excited diatom molecules �2,3�. In this system, nearly reso-
nant vibrational and rotational molecular degrees of freedom
are strongly coupled by the transient interaction with the
colliding atom, over significant ranges of initial internal mo-
lecular states. Within these intervals, an specific correlation
between the changes in the vibrational and rotational quan-
tum numbers exists. It was shown that a fully classical treat-
ment reproduces these experimental results remarkably well
�3–5�.

Another interesting illustration is the observation of sig-
nificant nonspecular peaks in the quantum diffraction spec-
trum of grazingly incident fast atoms scattered from a peri-

odic surface, for incident beams closely aligned to an index
direction on the surface �6–10�. In this process the adiabatic
invariant is the momentum component along the index direc-
tion �11,12�. The peaks in the quantum diffraction spectrum
reflect a significant momentum exchange between the two
momentum components perpendicular to the index direction.
A classical analysis predicts that the interval of incidence
conditions around the index direction for which the quantum
diffraction patterns survive approximately corresponds to the
spectrum width �12�.

Classically, these effects arising in nearly resonant two-
dimensional integrable systems perturbed by some external
transient interaction can be explained in terms of the canoni-
cal perturbation theory and the method of averaging �1,13�.
The first application of this approach to the vibration-rotation
transfer in atom-diatom scattering was proposed in Ref. �14�.
Since then, the classical analysis of the dynamics of two-
dimensional integrable systems in the proximity of a single
isolated resonance condition and under a transient interaction
has been made precise and applied to different processes,
such as the coupling of two anharmonic oscillators by an
explicitly time-dependent interaction �15�, the low energy
vibro-rotationally inelastic atom-diatom collisions �16�, and
the atom-surface grazing collisions �11,12�. In the context of
atom-diatom collisions, the response of the nearly resonant
molecule to the transient interaction was named “quasireso-
nant energy transfer,” to stress that the correlated variables
are the changes in the vibrational and rotational actions,
more than in the energies �2�. By extension, this effect has
been called “quasiresonance” in the general analysis of two-
dimensional systems �11,12,15,16�. However, we will use the
term “nearly resonant” to stress that the effect is associated
with approximated resonance conditions satisfied by the ini-
tial internal frequencies of the system.

In this work we extend the classical analysis on two-
dimensional integrable systems to transient interactions act-
ing on systems with N�2 internal degrees of freedom in the
proximity of R� �N−1� overlapping resonance conditions.
The possible overlap of resonance conditions, absent in the
two-dimensional analysis, may lead to a whole family of
propensity rules involving more than two action variables.
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This general analysis allows to examine new processes such
as the molecule-molecule collisions. The paper is organized
as follows. In Sec. II we derive the specific form of the
adiabatic invariants and the general expression given all the
possible propensity rules arising within a multiple resonance
domain. Section III presents the estimate of the span of this
domain for intersecting resonances. In Sec. IV the theory is
illustrated considering a model of three anharmonic oscilla-
tors that are transiently coupled by a time-dependent interac-
tion. The low energy collisions between two diatom mol-
ecules are analyzed in Sec. V. Finally, Sec. VI summarizes
the main results.

II. ADIABATIC INVARIANTS IN NEARLY RESONANT
MULTIDIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS

We consider a N-dimensional integrable system H0 de-
scribed by the N action variables J= �J1 , . . . ,JN� and their
conjugated angles �= ��1 , . . . ,�N�. The frequencies �
= ��1 , . . . ,�N� of this unperturbed system are given by the
relation

�̇i =
�H0

�Ji
= �i�J� . �1�

The system is perturbed by a weak transient interaction
�V�� ,Q , t�, where Q= �Q1 , . . . ,QK� denote K possible addi-
tional external degrees of freedom in the global system, not
necessarily given in action-angle variables. The weak char-
acter of this interaction is made explicit by considering a
perturbative parameter �. This general expression includes as
a particular case autonomous transient interactions for which
V does not depend explicitly on time and the transient nature
of the interaction is given by the decay of the potential
strength for asymptotic values of the coordinates Q. The
Hamiltonian describing the total system is then

H = H0�J� + H1�Q,P� + �V��,Q,t� , �2�

where H1 is the Hamiltonian of the “external” degrees of
freedom, and P= �P1 , . . . , PK� are the conjugate momenta of
the coordinates Q. A most general potential also depending
on the actions J could be considered. In that case the analysis
presented below is valid provided all the system frequencies
�i���V /�Ji.

The perturbative transient interaction induces a process in
the system H0, which changes from an initial state with ac-
tion values J0 to a final state with action values J f once the
interaction is switched off. We assume that �i� the initial state
satisfies R�N independent approximated resonance condi-
tions given by the R commensurate relations

M�i� · � = �
j=1

N

Mj
�i�� j�J0� � 0, �3�

with i=1, . . . ,R and Mj
�i� integers, i.e., the initial state is

within the multiple resonance domain defined by the overlap
of the domains associated with the not necessarily intersect-
ing single resonance conditions. The rank of the matrix with
elements Mij =Mj

�i� is equal to R. From now on, we sort the

frequencies � j�J0� according to the following two condi-
tions: �a� the minor Mij, with i , j=1, . . . ,R, has a nonzero
determinant and �b� the absolute value of frequencies �l,
with l=R+1, . . . ,N, are the largest possible compatible with
condition �a�. The perturbative analysis below is based on �l
being far enough from zero. Besides, we assume that �ii� the
“external” coordinates Q are slow compared with the angles
�l, l=R+1, . . . ,N, and �iii� the interaction potential V is a
smooth function of its arguments.

To analyze the dynamics of the perturbed system in the
proximity of the R resonance conditions, we consider a point
transformation from the original action-angle variables
�J ,�� to a new set �I ,	�, I= �I1 , . . . , IN� and 	
= �	1 , . . . ,	N�, given by the generating function

F�I,�,Q,P� = �
i=1

R ��
j=1

N

Mj
�i�� j�Ii + �

i=R+1

N

�iIi + �
i=1

K

QiPi.

�4�

The coordinates Q and their conjugate momenta P remain
unchanged under this transformation. The transformation de-
termines the new angle variables,

	i =
�F

�Ii
= 	�j=1

N

Mj
�i�� j , 1 � i � R

�i, R + 1 � i � N ,

 �5�

and the relation between the original and the new actions,

Ji =
�F

��i
= 	�

j=1

R

Mi
�j�Ij , 1 � i � R

�
j=1

R

Mi
�j�Ij + Ii, R + 1 � i � N .
 �6�

From these last equations, the new actions I can be expressed
in terms of the original actions J,

I = M−1 · J , �7�

with M the matrix of elements

Mij = 	Mi
�j�, 1 � i � N; 1 � j � R

0, 1 � i � R; R + 1 � j � N


ij , R + 1 � i � N; R + 1 � j � N .

 �8�

The transformed Hamiltonian is then

H̄ = H̄0�I� + H1�Q,P� + �V̄�	,Q,t� , �9�

and the time evolution of the new angles can be obtained as

	̇i =
�H̄

�Ii
= 	�j=1

N

Mj
�i�� j , 1 � i � R

�i, R + 1 � i � N .

 �10�

Using the approximately resonance conditions Eq. �3�, 	̇i
�0 for i=1, . . . ,R. Under the assumptions �i� and �ii�, the
angles 	 j, j=R+1, . . . ,N, oscillate much more rapidly than
both the rest of internal angles 	i, i=1, . . . ,R, and the “ex-
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ternal” coordinates Ql. Besides, the time derivatives of the
new actions,

İ j = −
�H̄

�	 j
= − �

�V̄

�	 j
, �11�

are small as a consequence of assumption �iii�, indicating
that the actions Ij are also slow. Therefore the dynamics of
the perturbed system in the proximity of the R resonance
conditions can be described by averaging the Hamiltonian
Eq. �9� over the fast oscillating angles, resulting in

H̄� = H̄0�I� + H1�Q,P� + �V̄��	1, . . . ,	R,Q,t� , �12�

where

V̄��	1, . . . ,	R,Q,t� =
1

�2��N−R �
j=R+1

N �
0

2�

d	 jV̄�	,Q,t� .

�13�

Since the angles 	i, i=R+1, . . . ,N are cyclic in the averaged

Hamiltonian H̄�, their corresponding N−R conjugated ac-
tions Ii are adiabatic invariants in the evolution of the per-
turbed system during the whole transient process, �Ii= Ifi
− I0i�0. According to Eq. �7�, the adiabatic invariance of the
actions Ii, i=R+1, . . . ,N, leads to N−R relations for the
changes in the actions J,

�
j=1

N

�M−1�ij�Jj � 0. �14�

They can be combined to give up to

Nrules = � N

R + 1
� �15�

different �but not independent� propensity rules relating the
changes in the original actions J. These Nrules relations can
be obtained from the general expression

�
i1=1

N

¯ �
iR+1=1

N

i1,. . .,iR+1,iR+2,. . .,iN
Mi1

�1� . . . MiR
�R��JiR+1

� 0,

�16�

with iR+2 , . . . , iN=1, . . . ,N and i1,. . .,iNR+1,iNR+2,. . .,iN
the isotro-

pic tensor of rank N. This general expression including all
the possible propensity rules indicates that the wedge prod-
uct

M�1� ∧ . . . ∧ M�R� ∧ �J � 0 �17�

during the time evolution of the perturbed system in the
proximity of the R resonance conditions. The expression Eq.
�17� is satisfied if and only if the R+1 vectors M�i�, i
=1, . . . ,R, and �J are linearly dependent. Therefore the vec-
tor of the action changes �J can be expressed in terms of the
resonance vectors as

�J � �
i=1

R

�iM
�i�, �18�

with all the scalars �i�0. Consequently, according to the
multiple resonance conditions Eq. �3�, the internal energy of
the nearly resonant perturbed system is approximately con-
stant during the transient process, i.e.,

�Ei � � · �J � �
i=1

R

�i�� · M�i�� � 0. �19�

Two illustrative examples are: �a� The dynamics of a per-
turbed system in the proximity of a single resonance �R=1�
presents N−1 adiabatic invariants leading to Nrules=N�N
−1� /2 propensity rules given by

�
i1=1

N

�
i2=1

N

i1,i2,i3,. . .,iN
Mi1

�1��Ji2
� 0, �20�

with i3 , . . . , iN=1, . . . ,N, or by the single expression
M�1�∧�J�0, which indicates that the change in the actions
occurs along the direction given by the resonance vector,
�J��1M�1�. �b� The time evolution in the proximity of R
=N−1 resonances presents a single adiabatic invariant lead-
ing to an unique propensity rule,

�
i1=1

N

¯ �
iN=1

N

i1,. . .,iN
Mi1

�1� . . . MiN−1

�N−1��JiN
� 0, �21�

involving the changes in all the internal actions J. This equa-
tion can also be expressed as the wedge product
M�1�∧ ¯ ∧M�N−1�∧�J�0.

In general all the actions Ii, i=1, . . . ,R, can change during
the transient perturbation. However, it could happen that the

transformed potential V̄ in Eq. �9� does not depend on some
of the angles 	i. In such cases, the corresponding actions Ii
would be additional invariants of the motion. Also, if the
averaged potential Eq. �13� does not depend on some of the
angles 	i, the actions Ii will be adiabatic invariants. In both
cases, new relations similar to Eq. �14� would be obtained.

III. SIZE OF THE DOMAIN FOR INTERSECTING
RESONANCES

To obtain an estimate of the size, we restrict the analysis
to multiple resonance domains defined by the intersection of
several resonance conditions in processes occurring from ini-
tial states with the same internal energy E0=H0�J0�. We as-
sume that the resonance zone remains isolated in phase space
throughout the interaction, reaching its maximum size at
maximum interaction strength. With this assumption, the du-
ration of the transient process is not relevant in the analysis.

In the action space J, the energy surface has dimension-
ality N−1. A resonance condition M ·�=0 also defines a
surface of dimensionality N−1, meanwhile R simultaneous
resonance conditions, M�i� ·�=0, i=1, . . .R, define a N−R
dimensional surface. Therefore the intersection of the energy
and the multiple resonance surfaces has dimensionality N
−R−1. The multiple resonance domain spans over the space
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region surrounding this hypersurface in which the R approxi-
mated resonance conditions Eq. �3� and the propensity rules
Eq. �16� are satisfied.

Let us denote by Jr a point in the action space at which R
resonance conditions are satisfied. To estimate the span of
the resonance domain around this point, we generalize the
standard procedure for N=2 and R=1 �1,13�. In that particu-
lar case, Jr is an isolated resonant point on the energy sur-
face, and only the action I1 is not an adiabatic invariant of
the motion during the transient process. For N�2, Jr is in
general a nonisolated point located on the hypersurface of
dimensionality N−R−1 defined by the intersection of the R
resonance surfaces and the energy surface.

To estimate the maximum size of the resonance domain,
we consider a family of “frozen” Hamiltonians �14,15� ob-
tained from the averaged Hamiltonian Eq. �12� evaluated at
constant values of the external additional coordinates in the
global system, Q=QF, and the time t= tF, and with the adia-
batic invariants Ii, i=R+1, . . . ,N, corresponding to the reso-
nant point Jr,

H̄F� = H̄0F�I1, . . . ,IR� + V̄F��	1, . . . ,	R� , �22�

where

H̄0F�I1, . . . ,IR� = H̄0�I1, . . . ,IR;IR+1
r . . . ,IN

r � , �23�

and

V̄F��	1, . . . ,	R� = V̄��	1, . . . ,	R;QF,tF� . �24�

The values of QF and tF are selected at maximum interaction
strength, when the resonance domain reaches its maximum
spread in phase space. The dynamics of the perturbed system
in the proximity of the resonance actions Jr can be analyzed

by considering an expansion in H̄F� up to second order in the
variation of the actions Ij with respect to their resonant val-
ues Ij

r. This gives the Hamiltonian

H̄p =
1

2�
i=1

R

Gii
Ii
2 + �

i=1

R

�
j=i+1

R

Gij
Ii
Ij + V̄F��	1, . . . ,	R� ,

�25�

with 
Ii= Ii− Ii
r and

Gij =  �2H̄0

�Ii � Ij


Ir

. �26�

The maximum excursions of 
Ii occur along the hypersur-
face defined by the separatrix that passes through the un-
stable fixed point 	u= �	1

u , . . . ,	R
u� corresponding to the glo-

bal maximum of the interaction potential �V̄F� , where � is the
sign common to every eigenvalue of the matrix A��

=G�� /2, giving the quadratic form A��
I�
I� in Eq. �25�. As
the largest spread of this separatrix is obtained at the stable
fixed point 	s= �	1

s , . . . ,	R
s � associated with the global mini-

mum of the potential �V̄F� , the maximum excursions of 
Ii
must satisfy

1

2�
i=1

R

Gii�
Ii
max�2 + �

i=1

R

�
j=i+1

R

Gij
Ii
max
Ij

max + Ws = Wu,

�27�

where Wu=�V̄F��	u� and Ws=�V̄F��	s�. Therefore the
changes in the actions Ii within the resonance domain are
limited in the action-change space by the R-dimensional el-
lipsoid Eq. �27� defined by the maximum changes 
Ii

max. In
the action-change space of the primitive actions J this limit-
ing ellipsoid is transformed according to Eq. �6�, leading to
maximum changes in these actions


Ji
max = �

j=1

R

Mi
�j�
Ij

max, �28�

with i=1, . . . ,N. The contour of the R-dimensional hypersur-
face defined by Eq. �28� provides both an estimate of �a� the
maximum span of the region surrounding the resonant ac-
tions Jr in which the propensity rules Eq. �16� are satisfied,
and �b� the maximum change in the actions for trajectories
with initial conditions within this region. We recall that the
propensity rules implicit in a resonant domain constraint the
action changes in action space to a hypersurface of dimen-
sionality R. The expression Eq. �28� is an estimate of the
maximum spread of the actions from the resonant values Jr

over such hypersurface. For example, it is an estimate of the
maximum spread of the action changes along the direction
M�1� of the resonant vector within a single resonance do-
main, an estimate the maximum spread of the actions on the
plane defined by the resonant vectors M�1� and M�2� within a
double-resonance domain, and so on.

Our analysis assumes that there are not additional reso-
nances in the phase space region enclosed by the estimated
limiting contour of the resonance domain. The overlap of
different resonance domains makes the regions where their
respective propensity rules hold to shrink and eventually dis-
appear. This demise of the resonance domains may occur due
to �a� the increase in the strength of the external interaction,
since it makes the resonance domains to expand and eventu-
ally collide, and �b� the progressive activation of higher or-
der resonances in a system perturbated by a longer lasting
transient interaction.

IV. THREE TRANSIENTLY COUPLED ANHARMONIC
OSCILLATORS

To illustrate our previous analysis we consider a system of
three anharmonic oscillators described by the Hamiltonian,

H0�J� = �
i=1

3

�aJi − bJi
2� , �29�

where J= �J1 ,J2 ,J3� and �= ��1 ,�2 ,�3� are the action-
angle variables, and with the constants a ,b�0. This classi-
cal three anharmonic oscillators Hamiltonian has been used,
for instance, in the semiclassical analysis of Bose-Einstein
condensates �17�. We assume that the three-dimensional sys-
tem is perturbed by an nonautonomous interaction
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V��,t� = v0g�t��sin�M�1� · �� + sin�M�2� · ��� , �30�

with M�1�= �1,−1,1� and M�2�= �1,1 ,−2�. This particular
choice for the dependence of the coupling interaction on the
angle variables privileges the resonance conditions M�1� ·�
=0 and M�2� ·�=0, each of them defining a plane in the
frequency space. The external interaction is turned on and off
by means of the time-dependent Gaussian function

g�t� = e−�t − t0�2/2�2
. �31�

In the numerical simulations we take the oscillator constants
a=1, b=0.001, the interaction strength v0=0.3, and the
Gaussian parameters t0=0 and �=50. Arbitrary units are
used throughout this section.

A. Propensity rules

Figure 1 illustrates the action change �J1 and the ratio of
action changes �Ji /�Jj for trajectories with initial actions J0
taken along the straight line in the frequency space

�2 = − �1 + �̃1 + �̃2,

�3 = �1 − �̃1 + �̃3, �32�

with �̃= �0.4,0.7,0.3�. This figure clearly shows the signifi-
cant changes in the actions within the two domains associ-
ated with the isolated resonances M�1� and M�2�. The plateau
centered at the resonant action J01=175 illustrates the three
propensity rules, �J1−�J2�0, 2�J2+�J3�0, and 2�J1
+�J3�0, obtained from Eq. �16� in the proximity of the

resonance M�2�. The plateau around the action J01=300
manifests the three propensity rules, �J1+�J2�0, �J2
+�J3�0, and �J1−�J3�0, given by Eq. �16� in the prox-
imity of the resonance M�1�. The figure also shows some
narrow plateaus which indicate the intersection of the refer-
ence straight line Eq. �32� with additional resonant planes.
For example, the resonance region centered at J01=268.75,
giving the propensity rules 3�J1+�J2�0, 4�J2+3�J3�0,
and 4�J1−�J3�0, is associated with the resonance M
= �1,−3,4�, the resonance domain centered at J01=250, with
propensity rules 3�J2+2�J3�0 and �J1�0, corresponds to
the resonance M= �0,−2,3�, and so on.

In Fig. 2 we show the action change �J1, the action-
change ratios �Ji /�Jj and the product M�1�∧M�2�∧�J
= �M�1��M�2�� ·�J for trajectories with initial actions J0
fixed along the straight line in the frequency space

�2 = 2�1 − 2�̃1 + �̃2,

�3 = �1 − �̃1 + �̃3. �33�

The figure clearly shows the double-resonance domain with
larger action changes centered at the initial action J01=550.
In this region the three propensity rules corresponding to the
single resonance M�1� break down and only the propensity
rule given by Eq. �16� for the double resonance,
M�1�∧M�2�∧�J�0, is satisfied. We recall that the three pro-
pensity rules corresponding to the single resonance imply
that M�1�∧�J=M�1���J�0. Therefore the product �M�1�

�N� ·�J�0 is also satisfied in the single resonance domain
for any vector N.

FIG. 1. The action change �J1 and the ratio of action changes
�J2 /�J1, and �J3 /�J2 as a function of the initial action J01. The
initial values of the actions are taken along the straight line Eq.
�32�. This straight line is perpendicular to the plane defined by the
resonance M�1� and intersects this plane at J01=300. The intersec-
tion with the plane of the resonance M�2� occurs at J01=175. Each
point in the figure was obtained from the time evolution of trajec-
tories from ti=−12� to tf =12�. For each action value J01, ten tra-
jectories with initial angle variables chosen at random are included.
Arbitrary units are used.

FIG. 2. The action change �J1, the ratio of action changes
�J2 /�J1 and �J3 /�J2, and the product �M�1��M�2�� ·�J as a func-
tion of J01 for trajectories with initial actions taken along the
straight line Eq. �33�. This straight line is on the plane defined by
the resonance M�1� and intersects the plane of the resonance M�2� at
J01=550. Each point in the figure was obtained from the time evo-
lution of trajectories from ti=−12� to tf =12�. For each action
value J01, ten trajectories with initial angle variables chosen at ran-
dom have been considered. Arbitrary units are used.
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B. Span of the resonance domains

The results presented in Figs. 1 and 2 to illustrate the
propensity rules arising in the proximity of a single and a
double resonance were obtained considering trajectories with
initial actions J0 corresponding to different initial energies
E0=H0�J0�. In this section, in order to check our estimate of
the size of a resonance domain, we restrict our analysis to
trajectories with initial actions selected on the same energy
surface.

Figure 3 displays a contour map of the action change �J1
for trajectories with the same initial energy. The changes in
the actions J2 and J3 �not depicted in the figure� present a
similar behavior. The figure shows the two paths reflecting
the significant action changes occurring within the domain of
each isolated resonance M�1� and M�2�. The larger action
changes in the region defined by the intersection of the two
resonances can also be distinguished. The estimated limits of
each isolated resonance domain are also shown.

Figure 4 shows the distributions of the final actions cor-
responding to different ensembles of trajectories with initial
actions taken within the single and double-resonance do-
mains. Within the single resonance domains the action
changes are aligned along the corresponding resonance vec-
tor in the action-change space, as the propensity rule
M�i�∧�J�0 imposes. This implies that the final action val-
ues are also aligned in the �J1 ,J2� plane depicted in the fig-
ure. Within the double-resonance domain the action changes
spread over the plane defined by the two resonance vectors in
the action-change space, according to the propensity rule
M�1�∧M�2�∧�J�0. In the figure this is reflected by the
spread of the final action values within the multiple reso-
nance domain.

V. DIATOM-DIATOM COLLISIONS

In this section we analyze the inelastic collision between
two vibro-rotationally excited diatomic molecules. In the

frame of the global center of mass, the Hamiltonian of the
system can be written as

H = �
�=1

2 � pr�
2

2m�

+
l�
2

2m�r�
2 + U��r��� +

Pr
2

2m
+

L2

2mr2

+ V�r1,r2,r� , �34�

where r� is the interatomic distance in each molecule, pr� its
conjugated momentum, r is the distance between the centers
of mass of the two molecules, Pr its conjugate momentum,
m� is the reduced mass of each molecule, m the reduced

mass of the two molecules, l�= l�l̂� is the angular momentum

of each molecule, and L=LL̂ is the orbital angular momen-
tum of the relative motion between the two molecules. For
the sake of simplicity we confine the collision process to a
plane by setting the two molecular angular momenta and the
orbital angular momentum along the same direction.

The response of the four-dimensional system composed
by the two isolated molecules to the transient perturbation,
due to their interaction during the collision, depends on the
resonance conditions that the internal molecular frequencies
may satisfy. The unperturbed system

H0�J� � H0�Jv1,Jr1,Jv2,Jr2� = �
�=1

2

H0��Jv�,Jr�� �35�

has well-defined vibrational �radial� and rotational �angular�
action variables,

FIG. 3. �Color online� Contour map of the action change �J1

versus the initial actions J01 and J02 for a system with constant
initial energy E0=500 �the initial value of the action J3 is fixed by
the condition of constant energy�. The two paths in the figure illus-
trate the domains of the isolated resonances M�1� �from up right to
down left� and M�2� �from up left to down right�. In the overlap
between both paths, larger action changes occur due to the double-
resonance condition. The red solid and the blue dashed lines indi-
cate the estimated limits of each single resonance domain, derived
from Eq. �28� for N=3 and R=1. Arbitrary units are used.

FIG. 4. �Color online� The distributions of the final actions for
different ensembles of trajectories with initial actions within the
single and double-resonance domains depicted in Fig. 3. In each
ensemble we consider 2�104 trajectories with the same initial ac-
tions �the green crosses� and with initial angle variables fixed at
random. The solid lines are the exact single resonance curves M�1�

and M�2�, the surrounding dashed lines indicate the estimated span
of their domains. The elliptical gray shaded area is the estimated
span of the double-resonance domain obtained from Eq. �28� for
N=3 and R=2. Arbitrary units are used.
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Jv� =
1

2�
� pr�dr� =

1

2�
��2m��E0� − U��r��� −

l�
2

r�
2 dr�

�36�

and

Jr� =
1

2�
� l�d�� = l�, �37�

with �� the angular coordinate of each molecule and E0�

their internal energy. A detailed description of classical
�di�atom-diatom collisions in terms of vibro-rotational
action-angle variables used for the direct numerical integra-
tion of the equations of motion is given in Ref. �18�.

A resonance condition in this system

M · � � Mv1�v1 + Mr1�r1 + Mv2�v2 + Mr2�r2 = 0,

�38�

where �v�=�H0� /�Jv� and �r�=�H0� /�Jr�, may involve
just the two internal frequencies of one molecule �intramo-
lecular resonance�, or include internal frequencies of both
molecules �intermolecular resonance�. The collisions occur-
ring from initial states within a single intramolecular reso-
nance domain can only induce action changes in the nearly
resonant molecule, giving the propensity rule Mr�Jv
−Mv�Jr�0. Therefore the response of this molecule would
be equivalent to one arising in the atom-diatom collisions
�16�. The effects associated with a intermolecular resonance
can induce changes in the actions of both molecules. Mean-
while a multiple resonant system might involve any combi-
nation of intermolecular and intramolecular resonances.

We simulate the H2+H2 collision considering the H2 po-
tential of Schwenke �19� and the H2−H2 interaction potential
proposed by Billing �20�. As occurs in the atom-diatom col-
lisions, the robustness of the effects arising in the nearly
resonant molecules with respect to the details of the interac-
tion potential between the colliding species justifies the use
of this simple model. We choose the collision energy E=3
�10−6 a.u., which is above a factor of 30 smaller than the
attractive well in the interaction potential between the two
molecules. Throughout this section atomic units are used.

Figure 5 displays a contour map of the action changes
�Jv1 and �Jr1 in the collisions H2+H2 for different initial
rotational actions �Jr1 ,Jr2�. The action changes �Jv2 and
�Jr2 �not depicted in the figure� present a similar behavior.
The figure illustrates the action changes for initial molecular
states within different molecular resonance domains. The
curves corresponding to the exactly resonance conditions are
labeled in Fig. 6.

The most significant molecular response arises in the
proximity of the intramolecular resonance �1,−2,0 ,0�,
which can give action changes up to one order of magnitude
higher than the other resonances. This resonance is respon-
sible for the dominant resonant effect in the He+H2 colli-
sions �16,21�. The intramolecular resonance �1,−4,0 ,0� also
leads to appreciable action changes.

In addition to the intramolecular resonances, the com-
bined molecular responses in the proximity of some intermo-
lecular resonances are also activated. We can see the action

changes associated with the pure-rotational resonance
�0,1 ,0 ,−1�, which leads to the correlation �J1r+�J2r�0
between the two molecular rotational actions, and practically
no change in the vibrational actions. The correlation �J1v
+�J2v�0 between the two vibrational actions and the adia-
batic invariance of the two rotational actions arises within
the domain of the pure-vibrational resonance �1,0 ,−1 ,0�. An
intermolecular rotation-vibration action exchange occurs in
the proximity of the resonance �0,2 ,−1 ,0�, which gives rise
to the propensity rule �J1r+2�J2v�0 and the adiabaticity of
the actions J1v and J2r. Other intermolecular resonances giv-
ing an appreciable response involve three molecular frequen-
cies, such as the resonance �0,2 ,−1 ,2� leading to the adia-
batic invariance of the action J1v and action changes that
satisfy the propensity rules �J1r+2�J2v�0, �J1r−�J2r�0,
and 2�J2v+�J2r�0. Also the action changes associated with
the four-frequency resonance �1,−2,−1,2� can be distin-
guished. Within this single resonance domain, the adiabatic
invariance of the three actions I1=2J1v+J1r, I2=J1v+J2v, and

(b)

(a)

FIG. 5. �Color online� Contour map of the change in the vibra-
tional �upper panel� and rotational �lower panel� actions �Jv1 ,Jr1�
versus the two initial rotational actions in the collision H2+H2. The
initial vibrational actions were chosen to satisfy the semiclassical
quantization rule Jv�=��v�+1 /2�, with vibrational quantum num-
bers v1=0 and v2=2. The collision energy is E=3�10−6 a.u. For
each �Jr1 ,Jr2� we compute a classical collision trajectory with ran-
dom initial angle variables and impact parameter �b��2 a.u. The
values of the action changes are scaled by �J→ ��J�1/3 for better
color contrast, white is largest and black is smallest. The red solid
lines are intermolecular resonance curves and the blue dashed ver-
tical lines intramolecular resonances. The depicted molecular reso-
nance curves are labeled in Fig. 6.
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I2=−2J1v+J2r determine six different propensity rules relat-
ing the changes in the vibrational and rotational actions of
both molecules.

So far we have mentioned the propensity rules arising
within the more relevant single resonance domains activated
by the interaction between the two molecules. As it was
shown in the three oscillators model, the overlap of different
resonance domains demises their respective adiabatic invari-
ants and spawns new ones leading to a reduced number of
propensity rules. To illustrate this multiple resonance effect
in the diatom-diatom collisions, we analyze the action
changes and the different adiabatic invariants arising along
an specific resonance. Since we are dealing with a four-
dimensional system, in a multiple resonance domain only up
to three of the intersecting resonance conditions are linearly
independent. Figure 7 displays the change in the four mo-
lecular actions for classical trajectories with initial conditions
taken along the pure-rotational resonance �0,1 ,0 ,−1�. In
Fig. 8 we show the changes in the actions corresponding to
the adiabatic invariants arising from some of the intersec-
tions with other resonances, see Fig. 6. There are three main
regions in which the propensity rules derived from the three
adiabatic invariants, I1=J1v, I2=J2v, and I3=J1r+J2r, associ-
ated with this single resonance are totally or partially de-
stroyed and new ones arise. As the initial value of the action
J2r increases, we can see: �a� The triple resonance domain
given by the intersection with the resonances �0,0,0,1� and
�1,−2,−1,0�, leading to the adiabatic invariance of the
single action Ia=J1v+J2v, �b� the triple resonance domain
defined by the intersection with the two intramolecular reso-
nances �0,0 ,1 ,−4� and �1,−4,0 ,0�, in which the single
adiabatic invariant Ib=4J1v+J1r+4J2v+J2r arises, and �c� the
triple resonance domain defined by the intersection with the
intramolecular resonances �0,0 ,1 ,−2� and �1,−3,0 ,0�,
which gives rise to the adiabatic invariance of the single
action Ic=3J1v+J1r+2J2v+J2r.

On both sides of the triple resonance domain �b� the three
adiabatic invariants arising from the reference resonance are

only partially destroyed due to its intersection with one of
the intramolecular resonances. At lower initial values of J2r,
the double-resonance domain defined by the intersection
with the resonance �0,0 ,1 ,−4� preserves the adiabatic in-
variance of the two actions I1=J1v and I2=J1r+4J2v+J2r.
Meanwhile, the intersection with the resonance �1,−4,0 ,0�
at upper initial values of J2r defines a double-resonance do-
main leading to the two adiabatic invariants I1=J2v and I2
=4J1v+J1r+J2r.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
Jr1 (a.u.)
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24

26

28

J r2
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.u
.)

(1,0,-1,0)

(1,-2,0,-2)

(0,1,0,-1)

(1,-6,0,0) (1,-4,0,0) (1,-3,0,0) (1,-2,0,0)

(0,0,1,-2)

(0,0,1,-3)

(0,0,1,-4)

(0,0,1,-6)

(0,2,-1,2)

(1,-2,-1,2)

(1,-2,-1,0)

(0,2,-1,0)

(-1,0,1,-2)(1,0,-1,-2)

FIG. 6. The map of the molecular resonances
�Mv1 ,Mr1 ,Mv2 ,Mr2� associated with the more significant changes
in the vibrational and rotational actions presented in Fig. 5. The
dashed lines are the intramolecular resonances, the solid lines are
the intermolecular resonance curves.

FIG. 7. The changes in the vibrational and rotational molecular
actions for trajectories with initial rotational actions �Jr1 ,Jr2� se-
lected along the curve of the pure-rotational resonance �0,1 ,0 ,
−1� depicted in Fig. 6. The collision trajectories were computed as
described in Fig. 5. Each value of Jr2 include the results of seven
trajectories.

FIG. 8. The change in the actions corresponding to some of the
adiabatic invariants arising from the classical trajectories depicted
in Fig. 7. I3=J1r+J2r, Ia=J1v+J2v, Ib=4J1v+J1r+4J2v+J2r, and Ic

=3J1v+J1r+2J2v+J2r.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The response of a nearly resonant multidimensional sys-
tem to a weak transient perturbation has been studied. As-
suming a slowly variant interaction acting on a system with
well-defined initial actions, it cannot always be turned on
and off so slowly that all the internal coordinates become
adiabatic. Indeed resonances or near resonances in the sys-
tem may spawn extremely slow coordinates with effectively
zero frequency, and which therefore fail to be adiabatic. But
the interaction may still be slow compared to some of the
remaining coordinates, which may be fast enough to have
conserved actions. In that case, a canonical transformation
into the resonant slow and fast angles reveals the specific
form of the adiabatic actions corresponding to the fast angles
in the proximity of each resonance. The resonant transforma-
tion dictates the linear relations giving the adiabatic invari-
ants in terms of primitive actions in the unperturbed system,
and which determine the strong correlations observed be-
tween the changes in the actions.

In the phase space of the system, the significant action
changes in the proximity of a resonance condition are con-
nected with the demise of the rational tori bearing the reso-
nant frequencies, in which such actions are adiabatic invari-
ants, and the emerge of a strong nonlinear resonance zone in
which new resonant adiabatic invariants may arise. The
spread of the actions throughout the phase-space region vis-
ited by this resonance zone make possible the significant
changes in the initial actions. Moreover, although the struc-
tures in phase space are always changing during the transient
interaction, the analysis of their time evolution becomes par-
ticularly useful for estimating the span of the interval of ini-
tial states defining the resonance domain in which the strong
correlations between the action changes persist. In any case,
we are considering transient processes in which the duration
of the external interaction is not long enough to induce the
large excursions of the actions along the resonance zones
characterizing the Arnold diffusion in multidimensional sys-
tems.

The classical analysis of nearly resonant systems under a
transient perturbation has been applied to low energy atom-
diatom collisions in Refs. �16,21�. Although the action
changes obtained in these processes are always much smaller
than a single quantum, the comparison with the correspond-
ing quantum rate coefficients has shown that the classical
treatment provides at least a rough estimate of the system

response �21�. In this work we study the low energy colli-
sions between two H2 molecules in the context of the gener-
alized classical analysis for multidimensional system. Our
results indicate that the initial molecular actions leading to
significant action changes are associated with low order in-
tramolecular and intermolecular resonance domains. The
most relevant molecular response corresponds to the same
intramolecular rotation-vibration exchange that gives to most
remarkable peak in the vibro-rotational inelastic rate constant
in the H2+He collisions. As in this scattering process, the
action changes obtained in the low energy regime do not
reach a single quantum. However, the collisions between two
diatom molecules present some aspects which are absent in
the atom-diatom collisions. In the diatom-diatom collisions,
the overlap of the intramolecular resonances with different
intermolecular resonance domain�s� destroys the adiabatic
invariants associated with the single resonances and intro-
duce the corresponding multiple resonance adiabatic invari-
ants. Besides, system responses involving intermolecular ac-
tion exchanges, such as rotation-rotation and vibration-
vibration action exchanges, or more complicated
combinations including the rotational and vibrational actions
of both molecules can be activated. These molecular action
exchange mechanisms could be relevant in processes such as
the cooling and trapping of molecules �22�, in which the
intermolecular inelastic processes could compete with the
cooling mechanisms, or in the energy transfer in ultracold
molecule-molecule collisions �23�.

In summary, we have shown the general expression for
the propensity rules relating the action changes that a weak
transient perturbation can induce in a classical system with
initial state within the domain of a single resonance or within
the domain defined by the overlap of multiple resonances.
Although the response of the nearly resonant system to the
perturbation may cause significant changes in the actions, the
internal energy is approximately preserved throughout the
interaction. An estimate of the span of single resonance do-
mains and multiple intersecting resonance domains have
been also obtained. Numerical simulations for a system of
three anharmonic oscillators and diatom-diatom collisions il-
lustrate our main results.
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